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A lot of the work the authors did in the last years on learning can be rooted
back to learning from Frits. Gerco and Alexandra spent a few years in Nijmegen
where Frits’ enthusiasm for Angluin’s algorithm infected them and made them
want to keep learning. Later on, Tiago first learned about automata watching
Frits’ model learning video for CACM. On this landmark birthday, we thank
Frits for his inspiration and wish him many happy returns!

Abstract. We extend the Kearns–Vazirani learning algorithm to be able
to handle systems that change over time. We present a new learning al-
gorithm that can reuse and update previously learned behavior, imple-
ment it in the LearnLib library, and evaluate it on large examples, to
which we make small adjustments between two runs of the algorithm. In
these experiments our algorithm significantly outperforms both the clas-
sic Kearns–Vazirani learning algorithm and the current state-of-the-art
adaptive algorithm.

1 Introduction

Formal methods have a long tradition and have had much success in critical
applications, e.g. in the medical, space, and hardware industries. The last decade
saw a rise in the use of formal methods in the software industry, with dedicated
large teams in many companies, notably AWS and Facebook. This has caused a
shift in focus to develop techniques that are helpful towards catching the most
bugs as quickly as possible instead of performing complete verification [2].

The use of models to analyze system specifications, often pre-production,
is common in certain domains, but requires expert knowledge to design the
model and, throughout the system’s life, update it. Motivated by the difficul-
ties of building models, an automated technique called model learning [15] has
been developed and used in the analysis of a range of (black-box system) imple-
mentations. One particularly successful application is that of network protocol
implementations, e.g. TCP [6], SSH [7], and QUIC [5].

Classic active model learning algorithms like L⋆ [1], Kearns–Vazirani [13], and
TTT [10] exist for a number of automata types (deterministic, input-output,
weighted, register) and have enabled analysis of numerous systems by providing

⋆ Full implementation and experiment results available at
https://github.com/UCL-PPLV/learnlib.
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faithful models to be used in model checking. However, these algorithms suffer
from a common issue: systems often change faster than we can learn their mod-
els, as there is an inherent assumption that the learning process is running from
scratch every time. As such, keeping a model up-to-date becomes quite chal-
lenging, often needing manual intervention from an expert. This does however
introduce the chance of producing a model that is not actually correct, while
being an extremely laborious task for any moderately sized complex system.

In this paper, we present an incremental model learning algorithm that can
cope with evolving systems more effectively, and does not have to restart the
learning process when a change occurs, providing a gain in efficiency when learn-
ing systems that undergo changes at known moments in time.

The work in the present paper can be seen as advancing the state of the art in
adaptive automata learning [8,3,16,9,4]. Whereas previous work adapted the L⋆

algorithm to reuse part of a data structure from a previous run, our adaptive al-
gorithm is the first to use the more efficient Kearns–Vazirani algorithm. Although
we focus on developing an algorithm for deterministic finite automata (DFAs),
the techniques we developed can be transferred to other automata models. We
expect this work and subsequent developments on adaptive learning will bring
us closer to meet the specific needs of employing formal methods in fast moving
environments commonly seen in the industry, and in large evolving systems.

The paper is organized as follows. After preliminary material on automata
and learning (Section 2), in Section 3 we introduce and prove correctness of our
incremental learning algorithm for DFAs, which targets evolving systems whose
mutation points are known during learning. In Section 4 we benchmark and
evaluate the efficiency of the algorithm, and we demonstrate its effectiveness in
learning evolving systems. We conclude in Section 5 with a discussion of further
directions on adaptive automata learning.

2 Preliminaries

Throughout this paper we will make use of standard notation from automata
and learning theory. We define some of this notation below for the sake of clarity.

We fix a finite alphabet A and write A∗ for the set of finite words over this
alphabet. The empty word is ε and concatenation is written either by juxtapo-
sition or with the operator ·. Given a word w ∈ A∗ we write |w| for its length,
and w[i], 0 ≤ i ≤ |w|, for the prefix of w of length i. A language over A∗ is a set
of strings such that L ⊆ A∗. We sometimes refer to the characteristic function
A∗ → 2 = {⊤,⊥} of L also by L (L(w) = ⊤ if w ∈ L and L(w) = ⊥ if w /∈ L).

The formal models generated by our algorithm are deterministic finite au-
tomata (DFAs). These are 4-tuples A = 〈Q, q0, δ, F 〉 where Q is a finite set
of states, q0 ∈ Q is the initial state, δ : Q × A → Q is a transition func-
tion, and F ⊆ Q is a set of final states. We define the usual reachability map
reachA : A∗ → Q by reachA(ε) = q0 and reachA(ua) = δ(reachA(u), a). The lan-
guage accepted by A is LA = {u ∈ A∗ | reachA(u) ∈ F}. We write A⊤ for the
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minimal DFA accepting all of A∗ and A⊥ for the minimal DFA accepting the
empty language ∅.

Our learner makes use of two types of oracles: membership and equivalence

oracles. A membership oracle mq : A∗ → 2 is able to answer whether a given
input word is accepted in the target system; an equivalence oracle takes a DFA
A and responds with eq(A) ∈ A∗∪{null}, which represents either that the DFA
is correct (null) or a word w such that LA(w) 6= mq(w).

2.1 Learning with a Classification Tree

When designing a learning algorithm, one of the key aspects to consider is how
we store the information we acquire over time. Learning then becomes a mat-
ter of being able to extend this structure with as little queries as possible, and
transforming the data into a hypothesis automaton. The learning algorithm we
introduce later, similarly to the classic Kearns–Vazirani algorithm, uses classifi-
cation trees as its base data structure. Formally, the set of classification trees is
given by the following grammar:

CT ::= Node A∗ CT CT | Leaf A∗

Here, a node contains a classifier e ∈ A∗, and ⊥-child and ⊤-child subtrees, and
a leaf contains a single access sequence s ∈ A∗. The child subtrees are named
this way because of how the classifier e distinguishes access sequences s⊥ and
s⊤ present in the respective subtrees: mq(s⊥ · e) = ⊥ and mq(s⊤ · e) = ⊤. In
particular, this holds for every pair of leaves and their lowest common ancestor

node, the root node of the smallest subtree containing both leaves.
The classification tree is then able to classify every word w ∈ A∗ into a specific

leaf of the tree, depending on how the target accepts or rejects w concatenated
with specific classifiers e in the tree. This is done through sifting (Subroutine 1),
where, starting from the root of the tree with classifier e, we pose the query
mq(w · e) and, depending on the result, proceed to the ⊥-child or the ⊤-child
of the node, from which we continue sifting, until we reach a leaf. The access
sequence s of that leaf will then be deemed equivalent to w.

Subroutine 1: sift returns the leaf in a classification tree equivalent
to a provided word w.r.t. the equivalence induced by the tree.

Data: Classification tree tree , membership oracle mq, word w.
Result: Equivalent leaf l in tree .

1 n← tree ;
2 while n = Node e left right do

3 n← mq(w · e) ? right : left;
4 return n;

The leaves of a classification tree represent the discovered states of the hy-
pothesis, and sifting a word down the tree gives us the state this word should
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reach in the hypothesis. As such, one can easily retrieve the transitions of the
hypothesis from the tree by, for each leaf with access sequence s sifting each ex-
tended word s · a to obtain the destination of the transition with symbol a ∈ A
from s. The initial state is simply the state we find by sifting the empty word ε,
and the accepting states are the leaves in the ⊤-child subtree of the root node,
which will have classifier ε. This logic is used by buildHyp (Subroutine 2) to
extract the DFA represented by a classification tree.

Subroutine 2: buildHyp extracts a hypothesis DFA from a classifica-
tion tree in the Classic KV algorithm.

Data: Classification tree tree

Result: Updated H w.r.t the current tree tree .
1 qo ← sift(tree ,mq, ε); Q← {q0}; F ← ∅;
2 for l ∈ leaves(tree) do
3 Q← Q ∪ {l};
4 if l ∈ leaves(child(tree ,⊤)) then
5 F ← F ∪ {l};

6 for l ∈ Q do

7 for a ∈ Σ do

8 δ(l, a)← sift(tree ,mq, label(l) · a);

9 return 〈Σ,Q, q0, F, δ〉;

With a hypothesis extracted from the classification tree, we can now pass
this to an equivalence oracle to determine if the hypothesis is correct. If not, we
will receive a counterexample word that we can use to improve the classification
tree. The algorithm does this by understanding that, given that every hypothesis
classifies the empty string ε correctly, and by definition the current hypothesis
classifies the counterexample c incorrectly, there must be a prefix of c for which
the classification first diverges. In terms of states, this then means that we are
taking a transition into a state that is accepting in the hypothesis, and rejecting
in the target, or vice-versa. This is fixed by realising that the state we take this
transition from then must actually be two different states. The algorithm then
uses this logic in updateTree (Subroutine 3) to split the state into two at the
tree level, turning a leaf into a node with two leaves, one representing the new
state discovered by the counterexample.

Subroutine 3: updateTree with a provided counterexample.

Data: Classification tree tree, counterexample c ∈ A∗.
Result: Updated tree taking into account c.

1 for i ∈ [0 · · · length(c)− 1] do
2 si ← sift(tree,mq, c[i]); ŝi ← reachH(c[i]);
3 if si 6= ŝi then
4 e← ci · LCA(tree, si, ŝi);
5 tree ← split(tree, si−1, c[i− 1], e,mq(c[i− 1] · e));
6 return tree;
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We provide the classic Kearns–Vazirani algorithm in Algorithm 4. This al-
gorithm uses the buildHyp routine explained above to build a DFA from a clas-
sification tree, as well as updateTree (Subroutine 3) to extend the classification
tree on receipt of a counterexample from an equivalence oracle.

Algorithm 4: Classic Kearns–Vazirani Algorithm

Data: Alphabet A, membership oracle mq and equiv. oracle eq for language L.
Result: The learned DFA H accepting L.

1 init ← mq(ε); H ← init ? A⊤ : A⊥; s← eq(H);
2 if s 6= null then

3 tree ← init ? Node ε (Leaf s) (Leaf ε) : Node ε (Leaf ε) (Leaf s) ;
4 H ← buildHyp(tree);
5 cex ← eq(H);
6 while cex 6= null do

7 tree ← updateTree(tree , cex );
8 H ← buildHyp(tree);
9 cex ← eq(H);

10 return H;

3 Learning Evolving Systems Incrementally

We now develop a learning algorithm that is able to learn updates to a previous
model without having to discard all behavior learned so far, and is also able to
detect and remove behavior that no longer holds.

Classic algorithms are partially able to do this with equivalence oracles—
they correct the current hypothesis based on a counterexample. Adaptive model

learners are able to do this with the answers of both membership and equiv-
alence oracles, even if the answer conflicts previous ones. Thus, they can deal
with languages that mutate over time, adapting to changes by either trimming
outdated behavior or distinguishing new behavior.

Our adaptive learning algorithm is targeted at systems with discrete changes,
such as version controlled systems. Specifically, the system evolves at discrete
known points, such as every version, forming a stream of target systems. Our
incremental learning algorithm for DFAs, presented in Algorithm 6, is based on
Kearns–Vazirani. As a first crucial difference, the incremental algorithm uses a
previous learned model as its starting point. As such, it cannot just acquire new
information; it also needs to be able to trim outdated behavior. This is done by
minimizeTree (Subroutine 5), which prunes an initial tree by removing all leaves
that are no longer represented by their reported access sequence. It achieves this
by sifting every access sequence down the tree, removing leaves whose access
sequences do not sift back into themselves.

This guarantees not only that the leaves left in our tree are correct in a

correct automaton for this language, but that every leaf in the tree is unique
w.r.t. the Myhill–Nerode congruence. If a pair of leaves were equivalent, then
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Subroutine 5: minimizeTree trims the tree from redundant leaves.
Data: Classification tree tree , membership oracle mq.
Result: A minimized classification tree.

1 for l ∈ leaves(tree) do
2 s← sift(tree ,mq, label(l));
3 if s 6= l then

4 tree ← removeLeaf(tree , l);

5 return tree ;

both their access sequences would sift into only one of the nodes, leaving a leaf
whose access sequence does not sift back into itself, and causing it to be removed.

Algorithm 6: Incremental Algorithm

Data: Fixed alphabet A, optional previous classification tree tree ,
membership oracle mq and equivalence oracle eq w.r.t the language L.

Result: The learned DFA H equivalent to the language L.
1 init ← mq(ε); H ← init ? A⊤ : A⊥; s← eq(H);
2 if s 6= null then

3 if tree = null then

4 tree ← init ? Node ε (Leaf s) (Leaf ε) : Node ε (Leaf ε) (Leaf s);
5 else

6 tree ← minimizeTree(tree ,mq);
7 H ← buildHyp(tree);
8 cex ← eq(H);
9 while cex 6= null do

10 tree ← updateTree(tree , cex );
11 H ← buildHyp(tree);
12 cex ← eq(H);

13 return H;

While here we only present the relevant changes made to the classic Kearns–
Vazirani algorithm to be able to adapt to changing behavior, we include the full
algorithm with all its subroutines in Appendix A.

3.1 Correctness and Termination

As the algorithm only terminates with a hypothesis that is correct according
to an equivalence query, correctness follows from termination. Termination of
the original Kearns–Vazirani algorithm relies on the following key property: for
every subtree of the form Node e left right , each leaf s ∈ A∗ of left satisfies
se 6∈ L and every leaf s ∈ A∗ of right satisfies se ∈ L. We note that this property
also holds in our incremental algorithm as soon as we enter the main loop, as
minimizeTree removes any leaf violating it.

When a counterexample cex is found, the procedure is the same as for the
original Kearns–Vazirani algorithm, and can only be applied a finite number
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of times: By the property shown above every pair of leaves corresponds to a
pair of distinct equivalence classes of the Myhill–Nerode congruence for L, and
therefore the leaves in the tree cannot exceed the number of equivalence classes.
Furthermore, every counterexample of length at least 2 leads to an increase of
the number of leaves (via updateTree, which preserves the above invariant).

4 Experiments

We evaluate the efficiency of our new learning algorithm by running experiments
over random targets with different types of features. While we would like to
evaluate it over a standard set of benchmarks [14], these currently only cover
single target automata, and so are not fit for adaptive learners designed to learn
automata that are linked due to small evolutions in their behavior. We designed
two scenarios to benchmark this incremental algorithm. The first scenario takes
an initial automaton and applies a series of random mutations: it randomly adds
a state, removes a state, diverts a transition, and flips the acceptance of a state.
Our second scenario simulates the common occurrence of adding a feature to an
existing system. We do this by introducing a small feature automaton of 3 states
to an original base automaton by diverting 3 random transitions into the start
state of the feature automaton.

We perform these benchmarks on different automata of increasing number
of states, while maintaining the number of mutations applied to them, and the
size of the feature automaton. This way, we create different ratios of change, and
simulate applying fixes, or adding features to different systems.

We call the first and second targets t0 and t1, respectively. For our adap-
tive learning algorithm, the target evolving system starts as t0 and mutates to
t1 after 10000 queries. For the classic Kearns–Vazirani algorithm, as it cannot
learn evolving systems at all, we have to run the algorithm twice, first targeting
t0, then from scratch targeting t1. To ensure repeatable results, each bench-
mark in question has been run 300 times, each with fresh random inputs of the
same parameters, and averaged. The graphs below represent the average run of
both benchmarks, using that both have very similar results. Separate graphs per
benchmark can be found in Appendix B.

We start by running the benchmark on the classic Kearns–Vazirani algorithm
to set a baseline. These results can be seen in Figure 1. The progress of each
instance here is measured according to the following definition.

Definition 1. Given α ∈ [0, 1], a stream (ti)i∈N of target automata, and a

stream (hi)i∈N of hypothesis automata,3 the progress is the stream (pi)i∈N, with

pi ∈ [0, 1] for all i ∈ N, given by

pi =
∑

u∈A∗,Lti
(u)=Lhi

(u)

(1− α) ·

(

α

|A|

)|u|

.

3 Finite streams may be turned into infinite ones by repeating the last element.
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Fig. 1: Average progress graph of the
classic Kearns–Vazirani algorithm.
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Fig. 2: Average progress graph of the
incremental algorithm.

As the learning curves show, the linear process of the classic algorithm for
t1 is very similar to the one for t0. The two halves of the lines may not have
the exact same gradients due to the targets being different, but we can see they
follow a similar pattern, and more importantly, converge to 1.0 using a similar
number of queries. This is because no knowledge is reused, and all states, even
persisting ones, will have to be relearned.

We perform the same benchmark on the incremental algorithm: see results
in Figure 2. The incremental algorithm has a t0 run very similar to the classic
algorithm, due to the lack of previous knowledge. However, the t1 segment is
already very different. We immediately see that it does not start from such a
low similarity value as the run of the classic algorithm. This is because while
the classic algorithm always starts from a one state automaton, our incremental
algorithm starts from the previous hypothesis, with outdated states pruned.

We can also see that it is not always the case that this line ascends imme-
diately at the mutation point. This is because, as we are not starting from a
widely dissimilar automaton, the equivalence oracle actually requires a number
of queries to find a counterexample. This can be optimized by using more efficient
equivalence oracles, but for the sake of simplicity and comparison all algorithms
use the same random word search algorithm for equivalence testing.

These learning progress graph representations are great at demonstrating
the overall behavior and approach of the learning algorithm, but we now want
to evaluate whether this algorithm does indeed provide a benefit over learning
systems classically, or with the current state-of-the-art adaptive algorithms, in
terms of the number of queries it takes them to fully learn mutated targets. As
such, we have computed and averaged the number of queries it takes to reach
the final hypothesis while learning the t1 on each run. We present the results
as two ratios relative to the incremental algorithm: one comparing the classic
Kearns–Vazirani algorithm, and another comparing the current state-of-the-art
adaptive algorithm, Partial Dynamic L⋆ [4]. We plot these in Figure 3, and show
how the ratio changes with the size of the state space of t0.
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In this representation, a value of 1.0 would indicate that the incremental algo-
rithm requires as many queries as the algorithm in comparison. Any value below
indicates a benefit in running the incremental algorithm over such algorithm,
and vice versa (the lower the ratio, the better the incremental algorithm).

As we can see, the incremental algorithm consistently outperforms

all other algorithms in all benchmarks, even with small targets where a rel-
atively big portion of the system has changed. When compared to the adaptive
algorithm from the literature, we can see the incremental algorithm still consis-
tently outperforms in terms of queries, with a tendency to plateau between a
0.75 and 0.7 ratio—a reduction by 25–30% in the number of queries.

5 Conclusion

We introduced a new state-of-the-art algorithm for adaptive learning which pro-
vides, to our knowledge, the most efficient adaptive learner to date, allowing us
to learn systems that were before too big or evolved too quickly to be learned
classically. We evaluated the fitness of this algorithm through a set of realis-
tic experiments, demonstrating their benefit over classic and existing adaptive
learners. Adaptive learning could provide a cooperative relationship between ac-
tive and passive learning, due to its flexibility towards information that changes
over time and becomes available at different stages. We want to explore this
in future work, as well as developing a formal framework of adaptive learning,
where other algorithms can be easily adapted, e.g. efficient classic algorithms
such as TTT [11]. Finally, although our incremental algorithm allows us to learn
systems that evolve at known points, this would not work in a true black-box
scenario, where we cannot know if or when the system changes. In the future
we would like to then develop a continuous learning algorithm for such evolving
systems.

Related Work Our algorithm contributes to the field of adaptive learning first
introduced in [8], where information learned in previous models was used as
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guidance for which states to check first, instead of blindly looking for new ones.
This was done by slightly modifying the L⋆ algorithm to start from a previous set
of access sequences. Chaki et al. [3] use a similar algorithm in combination with
assume-guarantee reasoning [12] to provide a framework where model checking is
used to find counterexamples in the model, and thus make progress in learning.
Their algorithm, Dynamic L⋆, reuses not only the starting prefix/suffix sets,
but also their computed values. However, these must still be validated on the
new target. Finally, Damasceno et al. [4] introduce Partial Dynamic L⋆, which
improves Dynamic L⋆ by analysing the start prefix/suffix sets to trim them where
possible, reducing the amount of information that needs to be validated.

These previous algorithms, however, suffer from using an observation table
as their data structure, which increases the amount of redundant data to be ac-
quired. As the tables grow, these redundancies significantly increase the number
of queries that need to be asked.
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A Omitted Incremental Subroutines

Subroutine A.1: child returns the (⊥/⊤)-child of a provided tree
node.
Data: Tree node p, b ∈ 2

Result: b-child of p.
1 if p = Node e left right then

2 return b ? right : left ;
3 return null ;

Subroutine A.2: children returns the children of a provided tree
node.
Data: Tree node p.
Result: Set of children of p.

1 C ← ∅;
2 if child(p,⊥) 6= null then

3 C ← C ∪ {child(p,⊥)};
4 if child(p,⊤) 6= null then

5 C ← C ∪ {child(p,⊤)};
6 return C;

Subroutine A.3: setChild updates a child of a given inner node in a
classification tree.
Data: Classification tree tree , parent node p, child outcome b, new child n.
Result: Updated classification tree tree where n is the b-child of p.

1 if tree = Node e left right then

2 if tree = p then

3 if b then

4 return Node e left n;
5 else

6 return Node e n right ;

7 return Node e setChild(left , p, b, n) setChild(right , p, b, n);

8 return tree ;
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Subroutine A.4: nodes returns the set of all nodes in a given tree.

Data: Classification tree tree .
Result: Set of nodes in tree .

1 if tree = Leaf s then

2 return {tree};
3 return tree ∪ nodes(child(tree ,⊥)) ∪ nodes(child(tree ,⊤));

Subroutine A.5: leaves returns the set of leaves in a given tree.

Data: Classification tree tree .
Result: Set of leaves in tree .

1 if tree = Leaf s then

2 return {tree};
3 return leaves(child(tree ,⊥)) ∪ leaves(child(tree ,⊤));

Subroutine A.6: label returns the label of a given node, be it a clas-
sifier or an access sequence.

Data: Node n.
Result: Label ∈ A∗.

1 if n = Leaf s then

2 return s;
3 if n = Node e left right then

4 return e;

Subroutine A.7: setLabel replaces the label in a specific leaf.

Data: Classification tree tree , leaf l, new label w.
Result: Updated classification tree tree with new label w in l.

1 if tree = l then

2 return Leaf w;
3 if tree = Node e left right then

4 return Node e setLabel (left, l, w) setLabel (right , l, w);
5 return tree ;

Subroutine A.8: outcome returns whether a provided node n is a ⊥-
child or a ⊤-child, or neither.

Data: Classification tree tree , provided node n

Result: ⊥, ⊤ or null if the node does not have a parent in tree

1 if n = tree then

2 return null ;
3 return child(parent(tree , n),⊤) = n;
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Subroutine A.9: parent returns the parent of a provided node in the
classification tree.
Data: Classification tree tree , child leaf l.
Result: Parent node p.

1 q ← Queue(tree);
2 while |q| 6= 0 do

3 p← pop(q);
4 if l ∈ children(p) then
5 return p;
6 for c ∈ children(p) do
7 q ← push(q, c);

8 return null ;

Subroutine A.10: removeLeaf

Data: Classification tree tree , leaf l ∈ leaves(tree) to be removed.
Result: A valid classification tree tree with l removed.

1 node ← parent(tree , l);
2 sibling ← child(node,¬outcome(tree , l));
3 return setChild(tree , parent(tree ,node), outcome(tree ,node), sibling);

Subroutine A.11: LCA returns the lowest common ancestor node of
two provided leaves in a classification tree.

Data: Classification tree tree , first leaf la, second leaf lb.
Result: LCA node n in the classification tree tree .

1 n← la;
2 while lb 6∈ leaves(n) do
3 n← parent(tree , n);
4 return n;

Subroutine A.12: split splits a leaf in the tree into a node with 2
child leaves, one of them a new leaf introduced to the tree.

Data: Classification tree tree , current leaf l being split, label w ∈ A∗ for the
new leaf, classifier e ∈ A∗ for the new node, b ∈ 2 indicating whether
the new leaf is a ⊤-child.

Result: Updated classification tree tree .
1 node ← b ? Node e l (Leaf w) : Node e (Leaf w) l;
2 return setChild(tree , parent(tree , l), outcome(tree , l),node);
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B Additional Experiment Graphs

B.1 Mutation Benchmark
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Fig. 4: Average progress graph of the classic Kearns–Vazirani algorithm.
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Fig. 5: Average progress graph of the incremental algorithm.
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B.2 Feature-Add Benchmark
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Fig. 6: Average progress graph of the classic Kearns–Vazirani algorithm.
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Fig. 7: Average progress graph of the incremental algorithm.
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